September 28, 2020
Ms. Kristyn Abhold
Senior Environmental Scientist
Division of Drinking Water
State Water Resources Control Board
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
submitted via SAFER@waterboards.ca.gov
Re:

Public Input on the Draft White Paper Discussion On: Long Term Solutions for Public
Water Systems and Domestic Wells

Dear Ms. Abhold:
Coachella Valley Water District appreciates the opportunity to review the Draft White Paper Discussion
on Long Term Solutions Cost Methodology for Public Water Systems and Domestic Wells (White Paper).
Based on the experience CVWD has in completing a large-scale consolidation plan, CVWD provides the
following comments on the White Paper and Model assumptions.
1. CVWD strongly recommends construction costs be estimated on a regional basis and not on a
state-wide basis.
While CVWD appreciates the desire to simplify inputs into the model. However, the assumption that
costs, particularly construction costs, are consistent across the state, is improper. This can lead to
grossly underestimated funding needs. Footnote 21 in the White Paper cites to Henrie and Seidel’s 2019
paper “Cost Analysis of California Drinking Water System Mergers,” which notes the assumption that
cost of pipe per foot would be higher in different parts of state, like highly urban areas. Furthermore,
the assumption on page 21 regarding the cost and suitability of a 100-foot by 100-foot lot for a new well
will vary dramatically based on the location of that land and ease of property acquisition.
CVWD recommends three sets of figures for input into the final model. A northern California, southern
California, and Central Valley set of costs would adequately address some of the regional cost variety.
As noted below in Comment 8, CVWD is providing its cost estimates for regional consolidation efforts.
By putting in the work on the front end of the modeling effort, the results will provide more reliable
data for decision-makers who will be allocating SB200 and other SAFER Program funds.
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2. Total costs should include connection fees, or if such cost assumptions are already included,
they should be made explicit in future model explanations.
Page 6 of Henrie and Seidel’s paper assumes a connection fee cost of $10,000 per connection. However,
on page 20 of the Water Board’s White Paper, footnote 23 notes that connection fees were “based on
the connection fees of 42 water systems reviewed.” The lack of clarity regarding which figure is used, or
considered being used, is confusing. CVWD encourages the Water Board to release a comprehensive list
of assumed, regionally variable costs.
Particularly, Figure 6 on page 13 does not include a number of costs that should be considered. Each of
these is enumerated and should be carried into the text and expanded upon in the appropriate section
of the paper.
a. Physical Consolidation - - need to consider onsite costs, such as physical connections to
the homes from the new meters, abandonment of onsite wells, pipelines, etc.
b. Managerial Consolidation
i. It is not clear whether liability concerns for the managing system have been
considered.
ii. CVWD disagrees with the assumption on page 15 that existing infrastructure is
assumed to be adequate and will suffice without additional expenditure, such as
leaking pipelines, lack of meters, etc.
c. Blending
i. Systems will often need additional infrastructure that is not currently accounted
for in the costs such as new reservoirs, pumps, and metering instruments.
d. New Well
i. CVWD recommends the methodology include consideration for siting issues.
ii. The inclusion of backup power, i.e., generators, should be added to the
methodology.
iii. New well costs also frequently include costs for site work (walls, driveways, site
grading), piping improvements, power, SCADA, etc. It is not clear whether these
considerations are included in the current methodology.
e. Additional Costs
i. CVWD recommends additional consideration for environmental permitting
costs.
3. Public and stakeholder engagement is crucial, but it should not be the primary driver when
selecting a long-term solution for failing and at-risk systems.
CVWD has been engaged in an extensive consolidation study effort in the eastern Coachella Valley for
several years. Public meetings with systems identified for consolidation have focused on project timing
and potential future water bills consolidated customers could expect. These early and targeted
stakeholder outreach efforts have been successful in garnering local support for the consolidation plans.
However, CVWD recommends final long-term solutions not be solely driven or determined by
community input. Page 29 in the White Paper states, “The ultimate solution that will be implemented
should involve more detailed investigation of each water system and should include the input of the
community and other stakeholders.” CVWD applauds that Water Board staff recognize the need for
community engagement. This statement also recognizes that the Cost Assessment Model will not
provide easy answers. Individualized and detailed needs assessments and cost assessments will likely
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dictate the best long-term solution for identified failing and at-risk systems. Choosing solutions that
offer the best chances for long-term sustainability may mean the Water Board must impose solutions
that are not the preferred community alternative.
4. CVWD disagrees with the assumption on page 18 regarding domestic well consolidation.
The methodology assumes “that all of the domestic wells along a physical consolidation route could be
connected to a public water system.” CVWD recommends the excluding this assumption. In CVWD’s
experience, most of the wells that would fall under this assumption do not meet CVWD standards and
would not be consolidated into the system.
5. CVWD supports Comment 6 in the ACWA/CMUA comment letter. However, there should be
further explanation of how operation and maintenance costs will be considered in Step 5 of
the Model’s decision-making process outlined on page 8 of the White Paper.
While CVWD generally agrees with the joint comment submitted by the Association of California Water
Agencies and the California Municipal Utilities Association, CVWD recommends additional explanation of
how operations and maintenance costs will be considered in the long-term feasibility and reliability of a
project for failing and at-risk systems.
a. Life cycle costs should be included in the cost assumptions.
In light in of the above comment, the purpose of SB200 funding is not to underwrite O&M costs. Based
on the Henrie and Seidel paper cited in footnote 21, it appears as though only initial outputs required to
bring a system into compliance have been considered. However, this is inconsistent with the paper’s
title and text on page 6 (“developing a model to estimate the costs related to both necessary interim
and/or emergency measures and longer-term solutions to bring systems into compliance and address
the challenges faced by at-risk water systems.”)
A field for operations and maintenance costs should be included in the model as should a consideration
for inflation. However, if the operations and maintenance costs will be accounted for in another portion
of the overall assessment, such as the affordability assessment, then this should be more clearly
explained in the paper.
6. CVWD recommends an ongoing process for the model’s validation.
SB200 explicitly states the Fund Expenditure Plan must be updated annually. As such, and as additional
experience is gained through project funding and completion, CVWD recommends the cost assessment
model be reviewed and updated regularly to ensure the accurate cost estimates are being considered in
each year’s Fund Expenditure Plan. Without model validation, the Fund Expenditure Plan and the list of
projects selected for funding could be either over-representative or under-representative of the annual
fundable solutions.
7. CVWD agrees with the assumption on page 21 regarding drilling an additional well for systems
that only have one water source.
CVWD has heard from residents in the eastern Coachella Valley who remain without a source of water
when their well goes down. Reliability is paramount to meeting the Human Right to Water mandate.
CVWD agrees with Water Board staff that systems should be required to meet current regulatory
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requirements as significant investments are made to bring them into, and keep them in long-term
compliance.
8. CVWD has included its Technical Memo II for the East Coachella Valley Water Supply Project,
which outlines costs associated with various system consolidations in the Appendix. The
Technical Memo reviews the methodology used for scoring the projects.
In order to assist Water Board staff and the model authors, CVWD has included the cost estimates
compiled for the 40 consolidation projects in the East Coachella Valley that CVWD hopes to undertake as
funding is secured. As Water Board staff are well aware, due to limitations imposed by Proposition 218,
CVWD must rely on grant funding to fund the expansion of its current system to these disadvantaged
communities. CVWD stands ready to assist with technical information as requested by Water Board
members or staff.
CVWD supports the efforts of the State Water Resources Control Board and the staff within the SAFER
Program as it works to stand the program up and achieve the laudable goal of bringing safe and
affordable drinking water to Californians across the state. If you have questions about the comments
made above, or the attached Technical Memo, please contact Kristen Johnson, Government Affairs
Specialist, at kjohnson@cvwd.org or 760.398.2661 ext. 3564.
Sincerely,

J.M. Barrett
General Manager
Enclosures

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 2
TO:

Dan Ruiz, CVWD

CC:

Mario Zamora, Glenn Lubbe, Carrie Oliphant, CVWD

PREPARED BY: Enrique Lopezcalva, Martha de Maria y Campos, Woodard & Curran
REVIEWED BY: Rosalyn Prickett, Lindsey Wilcox, Woodard & Curran
DATE:

October 18, 2018

RE:

East Coachella Valley Water Supply Project – System Prioritization (Task 2)

This technical memorandum (TM), revised from the TM delivered to CVWD on July 11, 2017 after feedback from the
Disadvantaged Communities (DAC) Infrastructure Task Force, presents the findings from Task 2 of the East Coachella
Valley Water Supply Project (ECVWSP). The contents of the TM are organized into the following sections:
1. Introduction
2. Project Prioritization
3. Ranking Results
4. Recommended Projects and Next Steps
Appendix A – System Prioritization Summary of Costs

1.

INTRODUCTION

Coachella Valley Water District (CVWD) is a potable water retailer that services a region covering approximately 1,000
square miles, mostly within the Coachella Valley in Riverside County, California. In the East Coachella Valley region
of its service area, there are a number of rural communities that are not connected to CVWD’s potable water system.
These communities are classified as disadvantaged communities (DACs) with median household incomes (MHIs) less
than 80 percent of the California statewide MHI and depend on local private wells connected to independent small
water systems (SWSs) to supply their drinking water. The local groundwater supplies of several of the SWSs have
shown elevated concentrations of arsenic and other constituents that are currently regulated by the State or may be in
the near future (e.g., hexavalent chromium).
To improve the reliability and potential safety of water supply to the SWSs, CVWD is evaluating consolidation of the
SWSs into CVWD’s potable water system. The ECVWSP will evaluate and prioritize the SWSs for potential
consolidation, as well as develop preliminary engineering and environmental compliance documents for the two highest
priority systems. CVWD is partnering with its DAC Infrastructure Task Force to implement the ECVWSP in coordination
with other water and wastewater infrastructure projects in the Eastern Coachella Valley.
This TM addresses Task 2 of the ECVWSP. Addressed herein are the feasibility and prioritization of the forty-two SWS
consolidation projects identified in Task 1 of the ECVWSP (Figure 1) and documented in TM1, dated June 17, 2018.
Results of the ranking process and analysis will be used to determine the two preferred projects to be carried forward
for preliminary design prepared under Task 3 and environmental documentation prepared under Tasks 5 and 6.
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Figure 1: ECVWSP System Identification – Consolidation Projects
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1.1

Funding Considerations

The DWSRF Program is a key funding source for the identified projects as it provides low-interest loans for
planning/design and construction of drinking water infrastructure projects. However, SWRCB provides principal
forgiveness, 0% interest rate loans, and grants to projects directly benefitting DACs and SDACs for groundwaterrelated projects, as well as extension of services (i.e. consolidation projects). Principal forgiveness, 0% interest, and
maximum grant amounts are described in the DWSRF Intended Use Plan (IUP), a document updated by SWRCB
annually; the Draft IUP for State Fiscal Year 2018-20191 (July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019) is currently available.
Table 13 of the Draft IUP shows projects that would consolidate small DACs with residential water rates greater than
or equal to 1.5% of its MHI, as well as small severely DACs would be eligible for a grant up to 100% of total project
costs, to a maximum of $5 million per project or $30,000 per connection per project, whichever is less. If grant funding
were not available, SWRCB could offer 0% interest rate financing up to $10 million for a water consolidation project
connecting one or more small DAC or small SDAC, each having at least 15 service connections or year-round
population of at least 25 people not currently served by a public water system.
Consolidation projects are generally eligible for up to $30,000 per connection in grant funding from the DWSRF
program, if they are a small community water system (SCWS) serving a DAC or a non-transient, non-community
(NTNC) serving a DAC. Consolidation projects that are defined as providing a regional benefit are eligible for up to
$60,000 per connection in grant funding from the DWSRF program. In order to qualify as a project providing a regional
benefit, the project must address public health issues ranked in Categories A to C (see descriptions below), be a shared
solution amongst three or more participating public water systems (including CVWD), and at least one of those
participants would need to be a SCWS serving a DAC or a NTNC serving a DAC. The term “Regional Project” is used
in this TM to refer to projects providing a regional benefit under the DWSRF IUP.
Category A consists of projects that would address an immediate health risk (e.g., water systems under court order to
correct Safe Drinking Water Act violations or Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) violations from active sources);
Category B would address untreated or at-risk sources (e.g., uncovered distribution reservoirs); and Category C would
address compliance or shortage problems (e.g., water contains chemical or radiological contamination in violation of
state or federal primary drinking water standard, not including nitrate/nitrite or perchlorate). Projects providing regional
benefit could receive up to $5 million in grant and/or principal forgiveness per each participating SCWS servicing a
DAC/SDAC, or NTNC serving a small DAC/SDAC, capped at a total of $20 million.
Some of the consolidation projects identified in TM 1 include SWSs that contain a commercial property as summarized
in Table 1. The inclusion of these systems requires further analysis for grant eligibility. Based on discussions with staff
from the SWRCB Division of Financial Assistance, the SWRCB would review grant eligibility for each consolidation
project on a case-by-case analysis during the SRF application stage, especially in the cases where the commercial
property also includes a residence. Grant eligibility can be dependent on what facilities are included in the project (e.g.
water meters, service laterals, water mains) and the portion of water delivered to a residence on the property versus
the commercial site. If the commercial properties are deemed ineligible for grant funding, they may be eligible for loans.
During the initial application process, CVWD, with the support of SWRCB, can determine grant and/or loan eligibility
and inclusion of these sites in the projects.

1

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/drinking_water/services/funding/documents/srf/iup_2018/2018-19_draft_dwsrf_iup.pdf
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Table 1: Consolidation Projects with Commercial Properties
Consolidation Project
Mcdaniel MHP
San Jose Community
Water System
Sam’s Fence Company
Apple Market Two

Small Water System
Kohl Ranch
San Jose Community
Water System
Sam’s Fence Company
Apple Market Two

Jewel Date Company

Jewel Date Company

Las Granjas
La Cienega

RBI Packing
Tequila Market

Oasis Date Gardens

Oasis Date Gardens

Kennedy Grocery
CVUSD Facilities
Centro Medico Oasis
Chapala Market

Kennedy Grocery
CVUSD Facilities
Centro Medico Oasis
Chapala Market
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Properties Serviced
Residences, an office, and one shop
Residences, a community center, and a
computer learning center
Two businesses and various residences
Small market and a residence
Date packing plant, residences, and an
office
Packing plant
Market and a residence
Market, date packing shed, and
residences
Market and residence
Office, residence, and irrigation
Medical office
Market and residence
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2.

PROJECT PRIORITIZATION

2.1

Evaluation Process

Woodard & Curran worked with CVWD staff to evaluate and rank the forty-two water consolidation projects identified
in Task 1 of the ECVWSP1. The evaluation process included developing criteria for the projects, weighting the
criteria, scoring the projects against each criterion, and ranking each project using a decision-making software
(Criterium Decision Plus, or CDP) to then select projects for preliminary design. Figure 2 describes the evaluation
process for the ECVWSP. These steps are further described in the following sections.

Define Criteria

• What matters in the decision?

Weight Criteria

• Relative Importance of criteria

Score Projects

• Quantitative and qualitative measures

Rank Projects

• Using CDP Tool (Multi-Attribute Rating)

Select Projects

• Discussion after CDP Results

Figure 2: ECVWSP Project Prioritization Process
2.1.1

Define Criteria

Woodard & Curran worked with CVWD staff to define project criteria consistent with CVWD’s goals for the efficient
consolidation of SWSs and implementation of the consolidation projects. The criteria and sub-criteria identified
through discussion with CVWD is presented in Table 2.

After a preliminary ranking, four projects (Gutierrez Ranch, Rhee Camp, Alamo Discount Store and Valenzuela Property) were
identified as suitable for grouping into a “Regional Project” and were grouped accordingly under the name “Gutierrez Ranch.”
1
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Table 2: Criteria for Project Prioritization
Criterion

Sub-Criterion

Description

Regional Project
(Funding Eligibility)

This criterion reflects the possibility to obtain a larger
amount of funding per connection when the project
qualifies as a “Regional Project” (see Section 1.1).

Total Project Costs

This criterion reflects the expenditures required for project
implementation. It is measured by total cost of consolidation
project, including capital cost and associated connection
fees of the consolidation project.

--

This criterion measures the demand that would be
generated by implementing the project, measured in acrefeet per year (AFY) of potable water served under the
consolidation project. This is based on information about
the number of connections for a project.

--

This criterion reflects a critical safe drinking water need that
would be satisfied with the project. Projects that have
violations reflect a greater safe drinking water need. It is
measured by compliance with safe drinking water quality
regulations, as reported to the Riverside County
Department of Environmental Health.

Cost

Demand Served

Drinking Water
Quality
Compliance

Environmental &
Permitting
Time to Implement
Right-of-Way
(ROW) Acquisition

Willingness to
Consolidate

Creates
Redundancy

2.1.2

This criterion uses the two sub-criteria as a means to
capture different expectations of time necessary to fully
implement a project. Assuming mostly similar time periods
for planning, interagency agreements, preliminary design,
design, and construction, the two sub-criteria reflect the
potential difference in time to achieve environmental
compliance, permitting, and ROW acquisition.

--

This criterion captures information available about the
willingness of the SWS customers to be served by a central
system. Willingness to consolidate and pay for potable
water services is clearly preferred to expressed opposition
to consolidation.

--

This criterion captures any resulting redundancy in the
distribution system by creating looped sections of the
system. Projects that would result in closing loops in the
distribution system add an indirect benefit of redundancy,
which is highly valuable in master planning water systems
as a means of sustaining a level of service when issues arise
on facilities or water quality.

Criteria Weighting

In any decision-making process, the criteria and sub-criteria are generally not all equally important. Some may be
more relevant for the decision-maker than others (e.g., for a given individual, drinking water quality compliance may
be more important than the willingness to consolidate). Criteria weighting is necessary to better reflect the values and
preferences of stakeholders and decision-makers.
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Woodard & Curran used the “force-paired comparison” method to weight the criteria based on input from CVWD staff
and management. This weighting method is based on the relative importance of each criterion when compared
against another and doing this for each possible pair of criteria (the decision is more simply made when the criteria
are compared separately in pairs). The results of the comparison of each pair are later aggregated to determine the
overall importance of each criterion.
CVWD staff completed the criteria weighting exercise. The criteria weighting that resulted from the “forced pair
comparison” were used for preliminary ranking. After obtaining feedback from the DAC Infrastructure Task Force on
its July 17, 2017 meeting, the criteria weights were slightly adjusted to account for the importance given by the Task
Force to the number of people served by a project (Demand Served criterion). The resulting weights of the exercise
and subsequent adjustment are summarized in Table 3 and Figure 3.

Table 3: Criteria Weighting for Project Prioritization
Criterion

Cost

Weight

Sub-Criterion

Weight

Regional Project

30%

Total Project Cost

70%

33%

Demand Served

25%

--

--

Drinking Water Quality
Compliance

15%

--

--

Time to Implement

0%1

Environmental & Permitting

25%

Right-of-Way (ROW) Acquisition

75%

Willingness to Consolidate

7%

--

--

Created Redundancy

20%

--

--

Total

100%

1

The weight of 0% on a criterion is not an uncommon result in feasibility and planning studies. It is
important to preserve a 0% criterion after weighting for different reasons, which include the possibility
that decision-makers may revise weights in subsequent project phases or ranking iterations, and the fact
that it is still a criterion for decision-making given that it was expressly stated as one. The zero-weight
nature makes it not relevant for the calculations associated with the ranking, but the criterion is still a
consideration in deciding on one project over another, particularly when the decision is close.
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Figure 3: ECVWSP – Criteria Weighting
2.1.3

Project Scoring

Woodard & Curran developed overall scores for the thirty-nine1 water consolidation projects based on the scoring
metrics shown in Table 4. The scoring for the criteria for which the source of information is listed as “qualitative” in
Table 3 has been based on objective information available for the projects. It is qualitative in nature but based on realworld information about a project and engineering and planning judgement considerations about its implementation.
Scores for the qualitative metrics were developed from input from CVWD, the DAC Infrastructure Task Force, and
Woodard & Curran environmental and engineering experience on similar projects. Where metrics are scores from 1
through 3 (or 4), a higher score of 3 (or 4) is better (a project will be ranked higher). This is further discussed below.
Each project was assigned a score for each criterion; the higher the score, the more favorable that project is for the
specific criteria. The scores for each project are summarized in Table 5. For the scores in Tables 4 and 5, a high score
represents a “good” score, meaning that it helps a project to be higher on the prioritized list. For example, a high score
(score of 3) on “Drinking Water Quality Compliance” means that a SWS has water quality issues and thus the project
should be prioritized for implementation on that basis. A low score (score of 1) on “Drinking Water Quality Compliance”
means that a SWS has no water quality issues and thus the project should not be prioritized for implementation on that
basis. A high sore (score of 3) on “Right-Of-Way Acquisition” means the project has no known issues for right-of-way
acquisition and should be prioritized for implementation on that basis. And this logic applies successively for all
qualitative scores where high qualitative scores benefit the project for implementation (they provide a higher final
score).

1

Forty-two projects identified in Task 1, with four projects consolidated into one subsequently. See footnote on page 4.
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Table 4: Project Scoring
Criterion

Sub-Criterion

Scoring Metric

Source of Information

Regional
Project

0 = Does not qualify as Regional Project

Total Project
Costs

Project Cost $

ECVWSP Task 1

Demand Served

--

Total Project Demand (AFY)

ECVWSP Task 1

Drinking Water
Quality
Compliance

1 = Compliant
2 = Non-compliant, 1 issue
3 = Non-compliant, more than1 issue

ECVWSP Task 1

--

Environmental
& Permitting

1 = Significant time and/or effort in
clearing permitting and/or environmental
steps
2 = Average time and/or effort in clearing
permitting and/or environmental steps
3 = Lower than average time and/or
effort in clearing permitting and/or
environmental steps

Qualitative

Right-of-Way
(ROW)
Acquisition

1 = Significant issues in obtaining ROW
2 = Some issues in obtaining ROW
3 = No issues obtaining ROW

Qualitative

Willingness to
Consolidate

--

1 = Opposed to connecting
2 = Unknown or supportive but
expressed concerns about payment for
onsite improvements
3 = Supportive, understands/willing to
pay for onsite improvements
4 = Significant community support,
understands/willing to pay for onsite
improvements

Qualitative

Created
Redundancy

--

1 = No
2 = Partial
3 = Yes

Qualitative

1 = Qualifies as Regional Project

ECVWSP Task 1

Cost

Time to Implement
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Table 5: Consolidation Project Scores

Note: Except for Project Cost, Higher Numbers Correspond to “Good” Scores
(A “Good” Score is a Score that Favors a Project for Prioritization)
Scoring
Time to Implement
Project Cost

Project
Demand
(AFY)

Drinking Water
Quality
Compliance

Environmental
& Permitting

Right of Way
Acquisition

Willingness
to
Consolidate

Created
Redundancy

Valley View MHP1

$6,687,000

118

3

2

2

2

1

Saint Anthony MHP1

$1,437,000

106

2

2

2

2

2

Los Gatos MHP1

$8,761,000

80

2

2

2

3

1

San Jose Community
Water System1

$6,966,000

78

2

2

1

2

1

$634,000

48

2

2

2

2

1

Camp Fremont

$9,467,000

46

2

2

2

2

2

Aida Aguirre

$1,871,000

45

1

2

1

2

1

Leon Housing

$2,836,000

33

2

2

2

2

1

Las Granjas1

$2,828,000

30

2

2

3

3

1

McDaniel MHP

$4,818,000

24

2

2

2

2

1

Servando Sanchez

$1,862,000

17

1

2

2

2

1

Garcia/Trujillo Water

$2,814,000

17

1

2

2

2

1

$640,000

13

3

2

3

3

1

Consolidation Project

Oasis Palms RV Resort

La Cienega
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Scoring
Time to Implement
Project Cost

Project
Demand
(AFY)

Drinking Water
Quality
Compliance

Environmental
& Permitting

Right of Way
Acquisition

Willingness
to
Consolidate

Created
Redundancy

Sanchez (Alvarez) Ranch

$535,000

12

1

2

2

3

1

Bagdasarian #1&2

$603,000

12

1

2

3

3

1

Vencel Labor Camp

$312,000

12

1

2

3

2

1

El Rancho MHP

$3,361,000

11

1

2

2

2

1

Rancho Cisneros

$1,362,000

11

1

2

3

2

1

M.V.R. MH Park

$277,000

11

1

2

3

3

1

Mountain Vista Polanco

$203,000

11

1

2

3

2

1

Jesus Garcia Ranch

$202,000

11

1

2

3

2

1

Santana Benitez Housing

$540,000

10

1

2

2

3

1

Henry Hernandez Water

$185,000

10

1

2

3

3

1

Bella Vista Camp

$197,000

10

1

2

3

3

1

Ruben & Hermelinda
Garcia Water

$201,000

10

1

2

3

2

1

Hope Ranch

$1,552,000

10

1

2

2

2

1

Calhoun Ranch

$2,057,000

9

1

2

3

2

1

Jewel Date Co. Inc.

$1,183,000

7

1

2

3

2

1

Consolidation Project
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Scoring
Time to Implement
Project Cost

Project
Demand
(AFY)

Drinking Water
Quality
Compliance

Environmental
& Permitting

Right of Way
Acquisition

Willingness
to
Consolidate

Created
Redundancy

CVUSD Facilities

$407,000

6

1

2

3

2

1

Familia Martinez

$1,077,000

6

1

2

2

2

1

Gutierrez Ranch

$370,000

24

1

2

2

2

1

Kono Ranch #1

$2,241,000

4

2

2

2

2

1

Rodriguez Water System

$643,000

4

1

2

3

3

1

Hadley Date Gardens

$891,000

4

1

2

3

2

1

Sam's Fence

$105,000

4

1

2

3

2

1

$1,069,000

3

1

2

3

2

1

Chapala Market Water

$67,000

3

2

2

3

2

1

Apple Market Two

$24,000

2

1

2

3

2

1

Kennedy Grocery

$455,000

1

1

2

3

3

1

Consolidation Project

Oasis Date Gardens

1Regional

Project
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Although not used as a ranking criterion, the cost per connection is an important parameter that can be significant in
terms of the available funding for project implementation. Appendix A presents information on the number of
connections and the costs per connection for each project, and it indicates which projects qualify as Regional Projects
as defined in the DWSRF Program (described in Section 1.1 above).

2.1.4

Project Ranking

Woodard & Curran utilized CDP to rank the water consolidation projects based on the scoring procedure discussed in
Section 2.1.3. CDP ranks projects based on a method called multi-attribute rating technique (MART) to convert raw
performance data measured in different units (i.e. dollars, AFY, unitless) into normalized scores to add the criteria
together to rank the projects. MART follows the steps outlined below:
Raw Score Normalization
Step 1 compares the raw scores of a given criterion for all projects to set a normalization scale. For example, the
range of costs is $24,000 to $9,467,000. A scale can be set that establishes a normalized score of 0 (zero) to the
most expensive project and 1.0 (one) to the least expensive project.
Step 2 normalizes the raw score into numeric unitless scores, using the scale from Step 1. As an example, the
Valley View MHP project with a project cost of $6,687,000 (expensive for the range) resulted in a normalized score
of 0.3. For comparison, a low-cost project such as CVUSD Facilities with a cost of $407,000 resulted on a score
of 0.97. Higher normalized scores are better for ranking so in our example, the less expensive project results in a
larger normalized score.
Normalization takes place for each criterion and each project.
Weighted Normalized Score
Step 3 calculates the weighted score for the project for each criterion, based on the normalized score and the
criteria weighting. For example, the cost criterion was assigned a weight of 33 percent. The weighted score for the
cost criterion represents the normalized score multiplied by the criterion weight. As an example, the Valley View
MHP project with a project cost of $6,687,000 and a normalized cost score of 0.3 results in a weighted cost score
of 0.3*0.33 = 0.099. Weighted normalized scores have always a value between 0 and 1.
Weighted normalized scores are computed for all criteria and all projects.
Total Decision Score
Step 4 sums the weighted scores for a project resulting on a total score for the project. We call this the decision
score.
A decision score is computed for all projects.
Ranking
Step 5 ranks all the projects from high to low based on the decision score of each project.
Woodard & Curran utilized the above process within the CDP software to compute decision scores and rank the
projects, using CVWD’s criteria weights (see Table 3).
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3.

RANKING RESULTS

A two-step approach was followed for the ranking of projects. Preliminary rankings were initially developed and shared
with the DAC Infrastructure Task Force on July 17, 2018 to receive feedback for a final ranking. Feedback received
include:
•

Better account for the demographics, meaning the number of people that would be served by the project
consolidation.

•

Account for the fact that Oasis Palms RV (a high-ranking project in the preliminary ranking) is a seasonal
demand (generally, seasonal systems need to be de-prioritized)

•

Account for the expressed support and desire from some of the specific communities that would benefit from
consolidation

•

Account for the fact that some projects would qualify as “Regional Projects” for funding, significantly increasing
the opportunity of grants

•

Secondary consideration should be given to projects that include water systems that may have permits issues
with the County of Riverside Building Department

•

Some projects are located on Tribal lands (such as the San Jose Community Water System). As a result, the
potential difficulty, time, and cost of obtaining right-of-way and easements acquisition issues on Tribal lands
affect the project ranking. The ranking may improve if the right-of-way and easement acquisition issues can
be quickly addressed by Tribal property owners.

•

Some of the water systems associated with the Los Gatos Mobile Home Park project may have outstanding
permit issues with the County of Riverside. These issues affected the ranking for this project.

After the July 17 DAC Infrastructure Task Force meeting, a new ranking was completed resulting on the project rankings
presented in Figure 4. In Figure 4, the decision score of each project (x-axis) was used to rank the projects. Each color
in the overall stack bar for a project represents the contribution to the overall decision score from each criterion. The
criteria in the legend include Costs, Demand Served, Created Redundancy, Willingness to Consolidate, and Drinking
Water Quality Compliance. Excluded from the legend (and the stack bars) are the two sub-criteria of the Time to
Implement criterion, due to the weight of zero given to that criterion. The sensitivity of the weight of zero was tested on
the scoring and no changes in the top ten projects were observed by adding importance to the Time to Implement
Criterion.
Table 6 summarizes the top five projects based on their final decision score. The location of these projects is
presented in Figure 5 in green, with the top two projects shown in pink.

Table 6: Top Five Ranked Projects
Project Name

Final Score

Saint Anthony Mobile Home Park

0.80

Valley View Mobile Home Park

0.56

San Jose Community Water System

0.47

Los Gatos Mobile Home Park

0.42

Las Granjas

0.39
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DRAFT

Figure 4: Project Ranking
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Figure 5: ECVWSP Project Prioritization – Top Ranked Projects
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3.1

Key Findings

The top five projects rank high for reasons that are not necessarily the same in each case. All projects perform better
than the rest in general terms, but there are some specific characteristics of the top five projects that get them to the
top of the list. The projects that ranked 4th and 5th (Los Gatos and Las Granjas, respectively), for example, have key
differences between them in terms of costs and demand served. The project that ranked 2nd (Valley View Mobile Home
Park) would connect the largest demand in the top five projects (it is, in fact, the largest demand of all projects), but
the cost of the project is higher compared to top ranked project (Saint Anthony Mobile Home Park). St. Anthony Mobile
Home Park is the only project in the top 5 that creates redundancy in the system.
Some considerations beyond the ranking are relevant for the San Jose Community Water System project (ranked 3rd)
and the Los Gatos Mobile Home Park project (Ranked 4th). The San Jose Community Water System is located on
Tribal lands. As a result, the potential difficulty, time, and cost of obtaining right-of-way and easements acquisition
issues on Tribal lands affected the project ranking. The ranking may improve if the right-of-way and easement
acquisition issues can be quickly addressed by the Tribal property owners. Regarding the Los Gatos Mobile Home
Park, some of the water systems associated with the project may have outstanding permit issues with the County of
Riverside. These issues affect the prioritization of this project.

3.2

Cost Effectiveness

An important consideration for project implementation, in any project, is cost-effectiveness. The ranking described in
this TM is a ranking based on multiple criteria, including costs, but not cost-effectiveness explicitly. Given that the
public, CVWD and funding agencies are naturally also interested in information related to cost-effectiveness, an
additional evaluation of the projects was completed. A project decision score was computed based on all criteria but
excluding costs, and the resulting score was contrasted to the costs of the project in a trade-off curve fashion. With
the decision score on one axis and costs on a second axis, a graphic can illustrate clear quadrants of “better” or “worse”
projects for implementation (more formally projects with low-cost-high-return (better) and high-cost-low-return (worse)
projects). Figure 6 presents the result of this analysis. Projects in the lower right quadrant are projects that don’t meet
the criteria (low decision score) and are expensive. Projects that can be safely prioritized are located in the upper left
quadrant where we find projects that generally best meet criteria and are low cost relative to the range of costs. Projects
in the top right quadrant behave as expected: achieving more benefit by spending more.
Figure 7 shows the demand that can be cumulatively captured by implementing projects that rank best. By
implementing the top two projects (Saint Anthony’s Mobile Home Park, and Valley View Mobile Home Park), a demand
of 223 AFY would be consolidated into CVWD’s public water system. Implementing the next two projects (San Jose
Community Water System and Los Gatos Mobile Home Park) would increase consolidated demand to 381 AFY.
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Figure 6: Costs vs. Decision Score

Projects in the Upper Left Quadrant are Low-Cost-High-Score Projects and Can Be
Prioritized on That Basis (Top 5 Projects Named)
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Figure 7: Cumulative Demand Consolidated by Project Implementation for Top Ten Projects

4.

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS AND NEXT STEPS

The two recommended projects for moving into preliminary design and environmental compliance are St. Anthony
Mobile Home Park and Valley View Mobile Home Park, shown in Figure 5 in pink (the remaining top ten projects are
shown in green).
CVWD selected these projects given that they meet the criteria better than the rest of the projects and do so while
being cost-effective and meeting the criteria as Regional Projects. Additionally, these two projects present no expected
right-of-way delayed acquisition (compared to projects located in tribal land) and no expected issues related to water
systems having outstanding permit issues with the County of Riverside.

4.1

Next Steps

The next steps for the ECVWSP will be to move forward with preparation of two preliminary engineering reports (PERs)
and environmental compliance documents for the two highest ranking selected projects. The PERs will include, but are
not limited to, data collection, hydraulic modeling, water system and distribution system improvements, identification of
property easements necessary, estimated capital construction costs and O&M costs, refined funding needs and
sources of funding, timing, practicality, likelihood, and a project schedule. Environmental compliance will entail analysis
consistent with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for construction and operational impacts associated
with the selected projects. Pursuing funds will also be a critical next step now that the two projects for short-term
implementation have been selected.
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APPENDIX A – SYSTEM PRIORITIZATION SUMMARY OF COSTS
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East Coachella Valley Water Supply Project
System Prioritization - Appendix A
October 2018
Provides
Regional Benefit
for DWSRF

Capital Cost

Annualized Cost 1
(Total Annual)

Valley View Mobile Home Park

Luciano Valenzuela
Vista Norte Estates
Valley View Mobile Home Park
Desert View Mobile Home Park
Magdaleno Lopez Water System
Campos Mobile Home Park
Meza's Ranch
De Leon Ranch
Soto Water

$6,687,000

$317,000

118

135

$49,530

Yes

Saint Anthony Mobile Home Park

Manuela Garcia Water
Saint Anthony Mobile Home Park
Seferino Huerta

$1,437,000

$63,000

106

122

$11,780

Yes

Los Gatos Mobile Home Park

Casa Finca
Los Gatos Mobile Home Park
Rancho La Joya
Rancho Las Palmas
Jose Aceves Ranch
Lopez Mobile Home Park
Duarte Ranch

$8,761,000

$420,000

80

92

$95,230

Yes

San Jose Community Water System

Barajas Water
Victor Regalado
Manuel Ferro (Ranchos los Ferro)
San Jose Community Water System
Gamez Mobile Home Park
El Mesquite MHP
Ruiz Polanco

$6,966,000

$335,000

78

96

$72,560

Yes

Oasis Palms RV Resort

Oasis Palms RV Resort

$634,000

$28,030

48

55

$11,530

No

Camp Fremont

Camp Fremont
Espinoza Date Garden
Jose Montoya
Valencia Mobile Home Park

$9,467,000

$455,000

46

53

$178,620

No

Aida Aguirre

Aida Aguirre
Limon Water
Montano Ranch
Perez Ranch

$1,871,000

$88,000

45

52

$35,980

No

Leon Housing

Villa De Josue MHP
Leon Housing
Duran's Farms
Oscar Cruz Water System

$2,836,000

$134,000

33

38

$74,630

No

Las Granjas

Aceves Ranch (Ruben)
Herrera Ranch
Las Granjas
RBI Packing, LLC

$2,828,000

$133,000

30

34

$83,180

Yes

Gutierrez Ranch

Gutierrez Ranch
Rhee Camp
Alamo Discount Store
Valenzuela Property

$370,000

$16,120

24

28

$13,210

Mcdaniel MHP

Rogelio Vargas Camp
Mcdaniel MHP
Kohl Ranch

$4,818,000

$229,000

24

27

$178,440

No

Servando Sanchez

Servando Sanchez
Valencia Water

$1,862,000

$90,000

17

20

$93,100

No

SWS Consolidation Projects

SWS Connections

Page 1 of 2

Water
(AFY)

Unit Cost
No. of Service
Connections ($/ connection)2

SWS Consolidation Projects

SWS Connections

Provides
Regional Benefit
for DWSRF

Capital Cost

Annualized Cost 1
(Total Annual)

Water
(AFY)

$2,814,000

$134,000

17

19

$148,110

No

Unit Cost
No. of Service
Connections ($/ connection)2

Garcia/Trujillo Water

Garcia/Trujillo Water
Rancho Polo LTD

La Cienega

Tequila Market
La Cienega

$640,000

$31,000

13

15

$42,670

No

Sanchez (Alvarez) Ranch

Sanchez (Alvarez) Ranch

$535,000

$26,000

12

14

$38,210

No

Bagdasarian #1&2

Bagdasarian #1&2

$621,000

$27,120

12

14

$44,360

No

Vencel Labor Camp

Vencel Labor Camp

$330,000

$14,120

12

14

$23,570

No

El Rancho Mobile Home Park

El Rancho Mobile Home Park

$3,361,000

$162,000

11

13

$258,540

No

Rancho Cisneros

Rancho Cisneros

$1,362,000

$65,000

11

13

$104,770

No

M.V.R. Mobile Home Park

M.V.R. Mobile Home Park

$295,000

$13,120

11

13

$22,690

No

Mountain Vista Polanco

Mountain Vista Polanco

$221,000

$10,120

11

13

$17,000

No
No

Jesus Garcia Ranch

Jesus Garcia Ranch

$220,000

$10,120

11

13

$16,920

Santana Benitez Housing

Santana Benitez Housing

$540,000

$26,000

10

12

$45,000

No

Henry Hernandez Water

Henry Hernandez Water

$202,000

$9,120

10

12

$16,830

No

Bella Vista Camp

Bella Vista Camp

$214,000

$9,120

10

12

$17,830

No

Ruben& Hermelinda Garcia Water

Ruben& Hermelinda Garcia Water

$218,000

$9,120

10

12

$18,170

No

Hope Ranch

Hope Ranch

$1,552,000

$75,000

10

11

$141,090

No

Calhoun Ranch

Calhoun Ranch

$2,057,000

$99,000

9

10

$205,700

No

Jewel Date Co. Inc.

Jewel Date Co. Inc.

$1,183,000

$56,000

7

8

$147,880

No

CVUSD Facilities

CVUSD Facilities

$407,000

$21,000

6

7

$58,140

No

Familia Martinez

Familia Martinez

$1,077,000

$52,000

6

7

$153,860

No

Kono Ranch #1

Kono Ranch #1

$2,241,000

$107,000

4

5

$448,200

No

Rodriguez Water System

Rodriguez Water System
Centro Medico Oasis

$643,000

$31,000

4

5

$128,600

No

Hadley Date Gardens

Hadley Date Gardens

$909,000

$39,120

4

5

$181,800

No

Sam's Fence

Sam's Fence

$123,000

$5,120

4

5

$24,600

No

$1,088,000

$47,120

3

4

$272,000

No

$86,000

$4,120

3

3

$28,670

No

Oasis Date Gardens

Oasis Date Gardens

Chapala Market Water

Chapala Market Water

Apple Market Two

Apple Market Two

$43,000

$2,120

2

2

$21,500

No

Kennedy Grocery

Kennedy Grocery

$455,000

$23,000

1

1

$455,000

No

1. Annualized cost based on 1.8% interest rate over 30 year period
2. Estimated Capital Cost divided by the Number of Service Connections per project.
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